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Research and development

High quality and physical-mechanical performances

Resisto® 82

In our modern and new plant “Fenice Polymers” in Valdagno, a special range of polyurethane in water
dispersion products are being formulated and produced. Those binders represent an important role in
the leather finishing sector, where they find use as: adhesion promoters, basecoat binders, intermediate
top coat fixing agents.
The polyurethane properties are ideal products to obtain high physical and mechanical performances
without compromising the natural aspect and smoothness of the leather.
After this brief introduction and with great honour, Fenice is proud to present its very own production:
The RESISTO® series, in particular, the key product RESISTO® 82.
It is a soft polyurethane binder applied in basecoats especially when high physical/mechanical
performances are required. With its unique transparent, soft and elastic film and at the same time, it is
perfectly light and hydrolysis resistant.

foto by Pixabay

RESISTO® 82 acts as a polymeric plasticizer on harder binders which grants an extraordinary adhesion
and resistance to fastness even at low temperatures. It is the ideal binder for automotive basecoats,
where it is well known that high performances are combined with a natural and pleasant feel when
possible.
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Leather Finishing

Discovering UW 10

The parsley of our kitchen
It is mainly used in almost every type of finishing thanks to its non-ionic character, both in anionic and
cationic formulations with an outstanding mechanical workability.
UW 10 is a soft polyurethane in water dispersion with elastic and high penetrating properties which
defines it as the perfect binder to be added in the prebottoms for shoe and leathergood articles.
Its light ,transparent and soft film makes it ideal for basecoat mixtures as an adhesion promoter and an elastic
additive for milled leather.
It is highly recommended to use UW 10 in all formulations where a high temperature stability is required
after an intense mechanical process as hot plating or polishing by felt where it confers an excellent reactivity by
helping to uniform the surface.
Even in prebottom applications, where we encounter a sealed surface or vintage look due to waxy or oily
finishing, UW 10 finds its way as the perfect adhesion promoter.

picture by Pixabay

In conclusion , it’s multipurpose nature makes it indispensable for any tannery.
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Leather Finishing

UW 10

Versatility
and results.
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MAKE UP 7000

Photo by EVG photos from Pexels

Uniformity,
Naturalness
and intensity
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Leather Finishing

MAKE UP 7000
The use of non-ionic products in the leather sector is a new and interesting solution when considering
different finishing approaches specially for shoe upper nappa.
The reason behind the use of this special prebottom, formulated from waxes, oils and caseins, is the
lubrification action to the grain itself. In this case a natural brightness is reached even when the product
is polished away in the shoe finishing process.
A fine, gentle and smooth grain is shown after the application of MAKE UP 7000, as typically found on
high quality leather, keeping in mind that a high upgrading action was obtained.

In this perspective, Fenice is glad to introduce the all new MAKE UP 7000; a special
product developed for a soft shoe upper nappa with natural look and an intense black
colour.
How to apply MAKE UP 7000:
Application is done by spatula, padding or by spray if diluted in water ( used alone or in mixtures with
waxes and oils depending on the required final properties). Its non-ionic character makes it compatible
with both Plus Pigment series and Microdyne Pigment series with a 3-5 % ratio. Its uniforming properties
with such small percentage of pigment defines MAKE UP 7000 as a unique product for high quality
leather finishing. After the application , the leather presents itself with a homogeneous , soft and
smooth surface. The following polishing operation is an important factor to achieve an outstanding final
result.
Otherwise if ironed, at a 100 C temperature, absorption is equalized and a good uniformed surface is
obtained.
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Leather Finishing

SHELL Series

Casein-free pigment water dispersions
Concentrated anionic waterbased dispersions of selected pigments for leather finishing.
SHELL colours are characterised by pure shades, high colour strength and very good general fastness.
Free of lead and chromium, they are suitable for finishing in the respect of the users and the
environment.
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CARAMELLO
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Leather Finishing

MICRODYNE SERIES

Top line of casein-free pigment water dispersions
Highly concentrated anionic dispersions of selected pigments offering to tanners the ability of achieving
the maximum degree of resistance in their finishing.
MICRODYNE colours show purity of shade, constant yielding power, coverage and colouring strength,
outstanding stability, maximum resistance to light, bleeding and heat.
MICRODYNE colours are chrome/lead-free, and therefore they’re suitable for finishes that respect the
users and the environment.
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Leather Finishing

TOP METAL

More than a metallic effect
It’s well known that the “metallic foil effect” has become a key player when it comes to the leathergoods
and shoe sector. Especially if we develop these articles thanks to TOP METAL, the result is mind blowing.
TOP METAL is a speciality that substitutes the transfer foil application while achieving a totally covering
metallic effect with excellent high covering and strong brightness.
Obviously, the use of this product in realizing a patented/milled article is only one of the many possible
options that TOP METAL can be used in working formulations.
With the right amount of TOP METAL inside the solution, it is possible to reach a wide range of different
effects, starting from the light pearl effect to a complete metallic covering that you can note below.
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Shoes and Leathergoods

Victoria Creme® Series
Prestigious finishes that exalt
the quality of leather thus creating
very high quality fashion articles

Brushable creams
Self-shining creams
Fluid creams
Matt creams
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Lifestyle

Diesel, Petrol, Hybrid or Electric...

What are the engines
of the future?
For some time now , a silent war has been declared on Diesel engines , as quoted “ Guilty in polluting our
cities”. Even some european administrations have taken an initiative of banning the circulation of Euro 6
Diesel engines.
We are in an important transition phase that could last for quite some time.
In this time frame, all european manufacturers should intensify their research in finding an alternative
solution to put an end to the CO2 emission .
Based on the information of 2017 provided by the European Automobile Manufacturers Association and
the European Agency of Environment, the average emission of CO2 from new cars in Europe has seen an
0.4% ( 118 gr/km) increase compared to the previous year.
2010 saw the beginning in registration of the emissions , only until last year a noticeable increase was
spotted. Still in 2017 and a first timer since 2009, a decrease in sales for Diesel engines was registered.
In perspective it is not too difficult to anticipate a further downfall in 2019, even though a 5% loss is
confirmed until now.

foto by Pixabay
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Lifestyle

Country

Average variations of CO2 emission in 2017.

United Kingdom

+0,8%

France

+0,6%

Spain

+0,5%

Germany

+0,1%

Poland

+1,43%

Netherlands

+2,27%

Obviously the petrol engines reach the market quote lost by the diesel engines and was 5% positive.
These are approximate numbers , that makes us come to conclusions that car manufacturers are
following that path.
One thing is certain, after scandalous news engaging well renowned car manufacturers, the giants of the
automobile industry are desperately improving with the existing engines, the emission and environmental
conditions.
Meanwhile many projects have been presented as safer and less damaging solutions, let’s take for
example the Hybrid technology (Petrol and Electric) which is in strong growth and so is the full electric
engine.
Presented as the latest innovation in the “Environmental friendly” cars, the electric engines have seen
a growth of 0.4% in the global market, which takes it up from 1.1% to 1.5%. In Mr. Jonnaert’s opinion, as
Secretary of Europeans Automobile Manufacturers Association, a clear sign has been received from
consumers in the automobile market, but many obstacles have to be overcommed before removing the
Diesel engines.
Some of those obstacles are the infrastructure, accessibility and full autonomy of the electric cars. In
any case the reduction of CO2 emission will strongly depend on how well the sales of electric cars or
other alternative technologies respond in the near future.
A big step for a concrete improvement would involve the investment of governments in the
infrastructure for electric cars and in supporting the sales of cars with alternative technology and
making such innovations accessible to all by reducing the costs and encouraging consumers in buying
such technology for a healthier and brighter future ahead.

foto by Pixabay
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LEATHERGOODS
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F5750 series
the revolutionary
FENICE edge ink

F 5750
SERIES

The Perfect Edge

Ask FENICE
for further details
and samples
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